“The Johari Window was devised by Joseph and Harry Ingham,
hence its name. It illustrates the effects of self-disclosure and
feedback in increasing personal and interpersonal awareness.”
www.trainer.org.uk
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What’s New at QPC Inc.
It’s been an extremely busy summer, to say the least! Between selling our
house in Hampton, moving our household goods and most of the office from
the Arnold Building to our new house in Fairfax and getting everyone settled
into new schools and activities, I am amazed at how quickly time flies!
I am truly thankful for my family, friends and clients who helped make the
transition go smoothly: Hayley Foster for pitching in whenever needed, Diane
Keller for her gracious support, Bob Heffley, Jeff Anthony and Boy Scout
Troop 151 for packing and loading my office onto a U-Haul truck.
I have also had the pleasure of working with some great clients including
Baltimore Gas & Electric, the College of William & Mary, Newport News
Public Schools, SAIC, St. Catherine’s Hospital, NASA Langley Research
Center, USN Regional Natural Resources Team, Virginia’s Initiative for Nanotechnology and the State of Missouri..
I wish you a wonderful autumn season and I look forward to hearing from
you sometime!
Krisin

Johari Window

Practical Team Activities: Johari Window
Johari Window
To creatively discuss the importance
of team building activities & feedback!
Time: 15-20 minutes
Nr. of Participants: 5 to 25 people
Materials Required:
Easel paper with “windows” drawn
without the labels
Marking pen
Paper for each team member
Pens

Describe the elements of the Johari
Window, while writing the elements on
the easel chart:
“There are things you know about
me, and I know about me. This is called
my ‘open window.’” Ask for examples
of things the team knows about you and
that you know about yourself (e.g. I have
two children. I live in Virginia).
“There are things I know about myself that you don’t know about me. Some
of these things you will never, ever know.
This is called my ‘hidden window.’
However, as you get to know me, I let

you know more things about me. I let
down my ‘façade’ and move things
from my hidden window into the
open window. Icebreakers help us
get to know each other better.”
“There are things you know
about me, that I just don’t know
about myself. Like that poppy seed
that got stuck between my teeth at
lunch. I may not know it’s there, until I go home and look in the mirror
and gasp ‘I have a poppy seed stuck
between my teeth! How ’come nobody told me?’ This is where the
power of feedback is so important in
teams. Both positive as well as constructive feedback.”
“But the really exciting thing is
this last window, where both you and
I don’t know what we know. This is
the window of the ‘creative unknown’. A very exciting place to be!
But notice, we can’t tap into the team
synergy without team activities and
feedback. So let’s do a fun activity
that leverages our creative unknown.”
Ask each
team member to
write his or her 3 name on the
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top. Then ask everyone to pass the
paper to the person to your right.
Ask each team member to write
the name of a movie, TV show, book
or magazine that somehow describes
the named person.
When the paper has been circulated to every member on the team,
ask each team member to read his or
her paper aloud. Team members may
agree or act surprised at the comments.
After each team member has
read the paper aloud, remark that we
have just given feedback through a
team activity! Debrief the activity:
What did you like most about
this activity?
Which windows opened for you?
Which is easier, to give or receive feedback?
How can giving feedback contribute to the team dynamic?
How can giving feedback hurt
the team dynamic?
How might be apply this concept
to the team?

“Will every one of the 180 ideas presented fit your particular situation?
Of course not! No book could make that claim. But not to worry, you’ll
find more than enough information here to attain recognition’s ultimate
goal: to bring out the best in others...and the best in you!”
Eric Harvey
180 Ways to Walk the Recognition Talk!
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From the Bookshelf
Have you ever heard someone complain they received too much
praise or attention for a job well done? As a team, create special
moments to celebrate team success and contributions. In the book,
180 Ways to Walk the Recognition Talk, (ISBN 1-885228-36-8)
Eric Harvey has several great ideas to recognize team members:
Make a List. Write down the names of all your team members.
Go through your list and remember the last time you recognized
each person…and for what. If you can’t remember, then it’s a sure
sign you are not doing enough!
Start with a Question. “Who is a role model when it comes to
team work?” or “When you do a good job, how do you like to be
recognized?” You’ll not only learn about what motivates your team
mates, but you’ll also establish an expectation that everyone will do
a good job.
PEZ Each Other. What? You don’t have a PEZ dispenser?
Well…get one for everyone on the team and encourage them to
“PEZ each other” whenever they see something worthy of immediate recognition.
Pass Along Award. Establish some sort of trophy, gizmo,
stuffed animal, etc., that has meaning to the team. Include some
pass-along rules, like: “The ‘Stuffed Monkey Award’ (no monkey
business here) for quality performance must be passed along by the
recipient to another deserving person within two weeks of receipt.”
Let everyone contribute to the type of award(s) and rules.
Wall of Fame. Post all kinds of stuff on a bulletin board (real or
virtual): pictures of team members, certificates and awards, thank
you notes from customers, newspaper clippings about the organization’s success, etc. Let your team’s creativity flow….
Show Off. Invite others to “benchmark” your team. Few things
send a more powerful message than having others study and learn

from what your team is doing. And there are two added benefits: you increase the pride level within your
team and you help others gain from your experiences.
Go to the Box. Place a RECOGNITION BOX
filled with cards, sticky notes, happy-face stickers,
etc., in a common area. Encourage the team to “go to
the box” frequently to acknowledge team members’
good performance. If the supply is readily available,
there’s a greater likelihood it will be used by everyone.
List the Experts. As people prove themselves
through achievement, designate them “our recognized
expert in the area of ____.” Post a master EXPERTS
list in the team work area. When others have questions or need assistance, send them to the “expert.”
Set a goal to eventually have each team member
named as an expert of something.
Recognize Individuals Too. When you give team
recognition, follow it up with individual recognition
for individual contributions. Some people work harder
and contribute more than others – and they know it!
When you recognize everyone equally, you run the
risk of turning off your high performers. And don’t
forget the “middle stars” – those day-in and day-out
solid performers who keep the team moving along.
Reprinted and used with permission
180 Ways to Walk the Recognition Talk
1999 Performance Systems Corporation
www.walkthetalk.com
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